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" I judge of countries by their railways !f' he said, and added
that he read all the papers and magazines dealing with this
subject in all countries. Just as Louis XVI was by vocation
a locksmith, so King Boris was an engine-driver, although
this was quite out of keeping with his ascetic appearance and
his delicate hands and wrists, carrying four gold chain
bracelets around each.
With surprising breadth of view concerning Russia, he re-
marked that it was rather absurd to criticize, since Western
European conditions did not present a very glowing
alternative. He compared Europe to a broken fragmentary
cinematograph, ever changing and without sequence. I
described to him the horrors of Smyrna. He had just seen
Dr. Nansen, who in almost the same words had described the
horrors of Thrace. These stories seemed to affect him with a
kind of impotent sadness. He said :
" We, in the Balkan countries, have seen so many movements
of masses abandoning territories, it has become almost a familiar
scene to us, though none the less terrible." And then with
impressive warning, " I do not think the world can stand a
great deal more strain."
I told him that Stamboulisky had invited me to return the
following summer. He smiled, said it was an excellent idea,
and that he would be pleased to see me again—but, he added
fatalistically, " changes happen; who can say what we will
do next year ? "
And who knows indeed whether, if Stamboulisky had lived,
I might not have settled eventually in friendly, beautiful
Bulgaria ? But it was written otherwise !
IX
When I left Sofia, I was not allowed to pay for my ticket,
but was informed that I was the guest of Bulgaria until I
reached the frontier. At Rustchuk on the Danube, uniformed
officials boarded the train and asked for me. They were the
Chief of Police, the Chief of the Passport Department, and the
Chief of the Customs, with an interpreter. They had received

